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We use semigroup expansions to show that every finite J-trivial monoid is a 
quotient of a finite monoid admitting a partial order that is compatible with mul- 
tiplication. As a result we obtain a radically new proof of the theorem of I. Simon 
characterizing the recognizable languages whose syntactic monoids are J-trivial. 
G 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
In [9, lo] I. Simon gave a characterization of the recognizable languages 
whose syntactic monoids have one-element J-classes. This result is the basis 
for much recent research (e.g., a general theory of congruence varieties 
[12], the effective characterization of languages of dot-depth one [4], the 
study of languages whose syntactic monoids are p-groups or nilpotent 
groups [3, 131, and some purely combinatorial investigations [6]). We 
shall discuss Simon’s theorem in detail under Section 3; it suffices to say for 
now that a somewhat disguised consequence of this theorem is the follow- 
ing fact: every finite J-trivial monoid is a quotient of a finite monoid that 
admits a partial order compatible with its multiplication (that is, 1 is the 
maximum element and if ml <m’, and m2 < rn; then mlmZ < m;m;). In the 
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present paper we give an algebraic proof of this property of finite J-trivial 
monoids; Simon’s theorem itself appears as an easy consequence. All the 
proofs of Simon’s theorem that have been published so far (see 
[3, 5, 7, lo], for example) depend on a detailed study of combinatorial 
properties of a family of congruences associated with the language in 
question. Our argument, which is based on the ideal structure of finite 
J-trivial monoids and owes much to the theory of semigroup expansions 
studied by Birget and Rhodes [2], has an entirely different flavor. 
1. PARTIALLY ORDERED FINITE MONOIDS 
We say that a monoid M is partially ordered if there is a partial order < 
on M that is compatible with the multiplication in M, in the sense that 1 is 
the maximum element, and for all m,, m2, m;, rn; E M, if m, < rn; and 
m, < rn; then m,m2 < m;m;. In particular, we have mm’ <m and m’m <m 
for all m, m’ E M. If M is finite-which is the only case that interests us 
here-then the product of all the elements of M is the minimal element, 
and consequently the zero of M. 
If M is a monoid and m, , m2 E M, then m, is said to be J-below m2 (writ- 
ten m, =&m,) if m, = xm, y for some x, REM, m, and m2 are said to be 
J-equivalent (written m, zJ m2) if m, &rnz and m2 <,m,. M is said to be 
J-trivial if this equivalence relation is the identity. 
It is clear that if M is a partially ordered monoid, then m, & m, implies 
m, < m,. Consequently, every partially ordered monoid is J-trivial. As we 
indicate below, the converse is false; however, we shall show 
THEOREM 1. A finite monoid is J-trivial if and only if it is a quotient of a 
finite partially ordered monoid. 
This is our principal result. Before proceeding to the proof, we make a 
few observations concerning the difficulty of proving this theorem. First of 
all, although <J is a partial order in a J-trivial monoid, it is not necessarily 
compatible with multiplication. 
For example, let M=(l,x, y,z,O}, where x2=x, z2=z, xy=yz=y, 
and all other products of two elements different from the identity are zero. 
(M is the syntactic monoid of the language x*yz*). M is J-trivial, but not 
partially ordered, for if it were we would have 0 < xyz < xz = 0. The 
problem appears to lie in the erratic fashion in which products of elements 
in M - { 0, y } fall in the null ideal N = { 0, y >. Despite the fact that M/N is 
partially ordered, there seems to be no way of determining from the struc- 
ture of M/N whether the product of two elements of M-N will be 0 or y. 
To get around this difficulty, we shall describe a way to “expand” M/N to a 
larger partially ordered monoid that ‘maps onto M. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
As we noted in the preceding section, the “if” part is trivial. For the con- 
verse, let M be a finite J-trivial monoid. The conclusion is certainly true if 
lM1 = 1; we then proceed by induction: suppose 1MJ > 1 and every J-trivial 
monoid of order less than lM1 is a quotient of a partially ordered monoid. 
It is known that M embeds in a direct product M, x . . . x M,, where each 
Mi is a quotient of M and has a unique O-minimal ideal; that is, a unique 
nonzero ideal that properly contains no other nonzero ideal of M. (See [l, 
Chap. 81 for a proof of this simple fact.) If each Mi is a proper quotient of 
M, then by the inductive hypothesis each Mi is a quotient of a partially 
ordered monoid Ki. Thus M is a quotient of a submonoid of K, x . . . x K,. 
Since direct products and submonoids of partially ordered monoids are 
partially ordered, we obtain our result. We can thus assume that M has a 
unique O-minimal ideal N = (0) u J. J must be a J-class, and consequently 
J consists of a single element n. We now distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. M - { 0 > is a submonoid of M. 
The inductive hypothesis implies the existence of a surjective morphism 
4: K + M - (O}, where K is partially ordered. We can then extend K to K” 
by adjoining a new zero element 0. K” is partially ordered by defining 0 < k 
for all k E K, and $ extends to a surjective morphism from K” to M by 
setting 04 equal to the zero of M. 
Case 2. M - (0) is not a submonoid of M. 
First we observe that if M - (0) is not a submonoid of M, then n2 = 0. 
To see this, suppose n* # 0; then n* = n. Let x, y E M - (0 ): since n is 
J-below x and y there exist a, b, c, de M such that n = axb = cyd. Since axb 
and cyd are idempotents we have axb xJ axbax and cyd x J ydcyd, hence 
axb = axbax and cyd = ydcyd. We then have n = n* = axbaxydcyd so that 
n <J xy, which implies that xy E M - (0 >. Thus M - (0 > would be a sub- 
monoid of M, contradicting the hypothesis. 
The inductive hypothesis implies the existence of a partially ordered 
monoid K, whose order is denoted <, and a surjective morphism $: 
K+ M/N. Let A be a finite alphabet and let 4: A* + M be a surjective 
morphism. Because M is aperiodic we can assume 14-l = 1. We can then 
find a morphism : A + K such that &I+$ =x&3 where 8: M + M/N is the 
natural projection>ince the image of A* under is itself partially ordered 
and maps onto M/N we may assume that isGrjective. 
We now proceed to construct an extezon i3 of K that is partially 
ordered and that maps onto M. To do so, it is convenient to first introduce 
an equivalence y on A*, defined by xyy iff x= y and { (3, a, a): 
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x=xOaxl} = {(y,, a, y,): y=y,ay,}. It is easily verified that y is a con- 
gruence of linite%dex:indeed A*/y is simply the monoidal version of the 
Schtitzenberger product K 0 K cut down to the generators (see [3, 
Chap. lo] for the classical version of K 0 K and [2] for the definition of 
“cut down to generators”). Note that our definition of y also implies that 
{(xg&l): x=x,x,)= {(y,? JL): Y=YoY,). 
We next define a binary relation on A * by x < y iff x < y and for all 
x=xOuxI with u EA or u = 1, there exists y =y,vy, with xO>y,, xi <y, 
and u = u or v = 1. This relation is reflexive and transitive-&d% s&f& 
x< 1 for all x E A*. Suppose that x<y: we claim that xz < yz for all 
ZEA*. Let xz=wOuw, with ~=a: if wO=x,,, wi=xiz for some x=xOuxl 
we can find y=y,uy, with xO<y,, x,<y, and u=a or u=l; then 
Yz=Yovlz with x,<ya, ~Zy,~and v=a or v=l; i.e., xz<yz; if 
wo=xzo, WI =z1, or some z =Gz, then yz= yz,az, with xz,< ye, 
3 < 3 and again xz =$ yz. The case when u = 1 is handled similarly. By 
symmetry we also have zx=$zy. 
Finally we define xyy iff x $ y and y < x. From the preceding paragraph 
it follows that jj is a congruence and that R= A*/y” is partially ordered 
by =$. Moreover y G y” so that K is finite. 
It remains to be shown that R maps onto kt, i.e., that xj7y implies 
x4 = ~4. Observe that if x4 E M - N then z = y ensures that xq5 = yqk this 
follows because x&l = & = y$ = y@ and 8 is injective on M - N. Since xyy 
implies x = y we can restrict our attention to the case where x4 and y4 are 
both in thezero-minimal ideal. 
Suppose x =x0x1 with x0& xi 4 E M- N. We show that there then exists 
x=x&x;, y=y,y,, such that xbd=y,d and x;#=yi#, so that x4=yq5. 
Choose the factorization x = xbx; in such a way that x0 < &, 3 < xi and 
there is no x=x:x; such that xb G xg and xi G x;%nless &!=g and 
X; = X;. Since x < y we can find y=y,yi with z< y,, xi < y, ; since y < x -- 
we can in turn find x = xix; such that y, < xb,y, < x;. Thrchoice of xb 
and x; implies xb=yo=X;;, jE;=y,=xi. 
-7 
“Our claim will be establish once 
we show that XT& ZIP E M - N. Tf xss a prefix of XL then &G 3 < &, 
and & = 3 implies x&$ = x04 E M - N; also then xi is a suffix of xi 
so that xi $ bJ xi 4 and xi EM-N. The case when xb is a prefix of x0 is 
symmetric. 
Suppose next that x has no factorization as in the previous paragraph 
but has a factorization x = xOax, with x0& q5 E M- N. The same argument 
can be repeated to show that one can find x = xbax;, y = y,uy, such that 
xbq5 = y,,Q, x; q5 = y, q$ thus x4 = yQ. 
We are now left with the case where for all x = xOaxl at least one of x04 
or x,4 is in N, and similarly for y. Choose x0 of maximal length so that 
x,tj~M--N: then xoaqh and x,Q are both in N and x4=0. Also y#=O. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now complete. 
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3. SIMON'S THEOREM 
Let A be a finite alphabet. A word u = a, . . . a, E A* is said to be a sub- 
word of w  E A* if w  = wOa, w, . ..a..~, for some wO, . . . . W,E A*. (The empty 
word is said to be a subword of every w  E A*.) Let r > 0 and, for w  E A*, let 
wa, denote the set of subwords of w  of length r. An equivalent relation wy 
is defined on A* by: w, wy w2 if and only if w1 ~1, = w2tl, for all s < r. It is 
easy to verify that -, is a congruence of finite index on A*. Simon’s result 
is 
THEOREM 2. If M is a finite J-trivial monoid and 4 : A* + M is a 
morphism, then there exists r 20 such that w1 N,. w2 implies wl& = wz& 
In particular, the syntactic monoid of a recognizable language L is 
J-trivial if and only if L is the union of -.-classes for some r 2 0. Thus 
membership of w  in L can be determined by inspecting the set of all 
subwords of w  up to a certain length; Simon calls such languages piecewise 
testable. 
Now the monoids A*/- r are partially ordered: we can identify elements 
of A*/-, with sets of words of length less than or equal to r, and set x < y 
if y E X. Thus Theorem 2 implies Theorem 1. Theorem 2 itself can be 
obtained rather easily from our result, as we now show. 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Theorem 1 we may assume M is partially 
ordered. Let r + 1 be the length of the longest chain in h4, and let 
wi, w2 E A* with w1 -, w2. Then ~~=u~a,u,~~~a,u, where l=u,d> 
(vOal)$ = (o,,alul)4 > (u0u101a2)#. . . = w14 and s < r. (Here “>” denotes 
strict inequality.) In particular, w14 = (a,, . . . . a,)b. Since w1 -I w2, 
w2=uc)a,u, ***asus, where u,,, . . . . u, E A*. Since the order on M is 
compatible with multiplication, W2$=U~~.a,~~~~a,~~u,~~1~a,~~ 
1 . ..a.q5-1= w,d. The same argument shows w,#< w,& hence w,d= w2#. 
4. RELATED MATTERS 
Our proof fits squarely into the theory of semigroup expansions studied 
by Birget and Rhodes [2]. In passing from M to K we are producing an 
“expansion” of M that meets the two criteria suggested by the authors: i? 
admits a coordinatization with the property that multiplication in R is 
“easy to perform in terms of the coordinates”; and R is “close to M” (in 
our case, E is J-trivial). It is a remarkable fact that the same expansions 
(variations on the’ Schiitzenberger product and the Rhodes expansion 3) 
recur in a wide range of different applications. 
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A number of other consequences of Simon’s theorem, similar in flavor to 
Theorem 1, are given in [ 11.1. One of these is that a finite monoid is 
J-trivial if and only if it is a quotient of a monoid of upper triangular 
matrices in which every diagonal entry is 1. Now the monoid K” of n x n 
upper triangular matrices in which all diagonal entries are 1 is partially 
ordered: we can define k 6 k’ if for all i, j, either k, = k> or k, = 1 and 
k$= 0. We can identify an element k of K” with the pair (u, F), where 
F is the upper left hand submatrix of k of size n - 1, and u is the (n - l)- 
dimensional column vector (k,,, . . . . k,,, _ 1 )? With this identification the 
multiplication in K” becomes 
-- 
(u, IF). (u, J) = (u + ku, kl). 
That is K” is a semidirect product V,- i * K’- ‘, where V,- i is the monoid 
of (n - l)-dimensional boolean vectors with componentwise addition as the 
operation. (See [3, Chap. 51.) Observe that V,- i is idempotent and com- 
mutative, and that the partial order on Vnp 1, given by u < u’ if ui = 1 
whenever u,! = 1, is compatible with addition. It is not in general true that a 
semidirect product S * T, where S is idempotent and commutative and T is 
J-trivial, will be J-trivial; however, if S and T are both partially ordered 
and the left action of T on S, which underlies the semidirect product, is 
compatible with these orders, in the sense that st < s’t’ whenever s <s’ and 
t < t’, then it is easy to verify that S * T is a partially ordered monoid. Now 
the semidirect product V, _, * K”- ’ which we produced above has this 
compatibility property. We can thus conclude that every J-trivial monoid 
divides V,-, * (V,_,* (Vnp3 *...(V** VI)...) for some n, where each of 
the semidirect products has the aforementioned order-compatibility 
property. 
A perhaps more pertinent connection can be made with the so-called 
“two-sided semidirect product” now being studied by Rhodes and Tilson 
[S]. Briefly, a two-sided semidirect product V,*T is obtained by taking 
a triple product (V, T, V), as defined in Eilenberg [3, Chap. 51, and 
restricting to the submonoid {(u, t, u): t E T, u E V}. It is easy to show that 
the monoid F, which we introduced in the proof of Theorem 1, embeds 
in a two-sided semidirect product V,*K, where V is idempotent and 
commutative. (See the discussion of the Schiitzenberger product in [3, 
Chap. lo].) Rhodes and Tilson describe a construction, which they call 
“getting rid of those unsightly null J-classes,” in which they show that if N 
is a null ideal of M, then M divides a two-sided semidirect product 
V,*M/N, where V may be taken to be a direct product of sufficiently many 
copies of any nontrivial monoid. In particular, we can take V to be idem- 
potent and commutative, in which case our construction is essentially what 
Rhodes and Tilson describe. Getting rid of an unsightly null J-class is 
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indeed what we needed to do to obtain a proof of Theorem 1: we believe 
that this technique will be of considerable value in obtaining new global 
structure theorems for semigroups. 
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